In patterning semiconductor devices, the process of aligning critical layers on a wafer-the overlay-at 20nm half-pitch (half of the period from feature to feature in a periodic grid) requires error margins, or 'budgets,' of 4nm or less. To achieve this kind of performance, it may not be enough to characterize the overlay with a single number (3 ), measured on a relatively sparse grid of targets (artificial structures, such as crosses, which are added to the design to enable metrology). Furthermore, differences between the overlay on targets and that on device patterns need to be measured and controlled.
Figure 1. Measuring subsamples of mask pattern placement (registration) at 170 sites reveals wide variations in the three-standarddeviation measure (3 ) of the overlay (the alignment of layers on the wafer).
Here, the mask was measured at 700 sites with 3 of 4.9nm, but the subsamples produce 3 of 3.9nm (left) and 6.1nm (right) , which may present inaccuracies when verifying mask quality.
patterns requires measurement capability anywhere on the mask and on any kind of feature (see Figure 3) . However, today's registration metrology systems cannot accurately measure patterns of arbitrary shape inside the active area of the device. Even the tightest manufacturing tolerances of the metrology machine optics induce measurement shifts that are dependent on pattern shape and size. These errors may be larger than the expected displacement error of the patterns themselves. To overcome these basic imperfections, we need to correct during measurement. We have developed a model-based registration measurement scheme, able to measure any type of feature accurately, and therefore allowing a gauge of registration performance at any place on the mask. We model the residual optical errors of the metrology tool, as well as the proximity effects of neighboring structures on the masks, and we correct the pattern placement measurement by applying the models.
We demonstrated our method in determining the registration error of 'in-die' features-those inside the active array. For
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reference, we measured the same grid on standard registration crosses using the traditional edge-based method (measuring the center position of two parallel edges) and the new model-based method. All features showed a very similar registration signature over the mask (see Figure 4 ) and the measurement precision was equivalent. This test reveals that our model-based registration mode provides accurate measurement performance on in-die features of any shape.
Pattern placement on the mask is also affected by the systematic and random noise of the electron-beam (e-beam) writer. We used a standard edge-detection mode (not model-based) to measure e-beam performance. Figure 5 shows a plot of the measurement results: random noise was determined to be 1.6nm, 3 , and the local signature of the e-beam writer was 1.9nm, range/2. We verified measurement accuracy by rotating the mask through 90
• : The signature and the 3 value did not change when the mask was rotated. Measurement and control of wafer overlay at nodes below 20nm half-pitch will require richer characterization of mask registration than has been needed or available in the past. To achieve this, we need denser grids to pick up global signatures, the quantifying of pattern-dependent shifts, and measurement of local e-beam writer signatures and noise. It will be necessary to measure a wide variety of patterns, which demand new and accurate measurement schemes, such as the model-based registration method we have demonstrated. Our next step is to verify the contribution of the mask to overlay using pairs of product masks to derive registration error maps for comparison, which would enable calculation of the mask-to-mask overlay contribution to wafer overlay. In addition, we will develop flows and software to make use of the mask data to feed back to e-beam writers, and to feed forward to wafer scanners (see Figure 6 ).
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